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2024 Coachmen Rv Beyond 22C AWD $174,987
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Description 2024 Coachmen RV Beyond 22C AWD, Coachmen Beyond Class B gas
motorhome 22C AWD highlights: 68" Power Sofa All-Wheel Drive Wet Bath 24"
LED Smart TV Keyless Entry This all-wheel drive coach is perfect for trips near
and far. Once you park, you can swivel the captain's seats around to enjoy lunch
at the removeable table, and you can freshen up in the convenient wet bath
before heading out to stretch your legs. There is an induction cooktop, a round
sink, plus a Nova Kool compressor refrigerator for your perishables. The two jump
seats and rear power sofa will convert to a comfortable bed at night, and the
lagun table in between will allow you to play a game of cards before bed. And
don't worry about storage space since this model includes overhead
compartments and a wardrobe to keep your clothes wrinkle-free! The Beyond
Class B gas motorhomes by Coachmen are packed full of stylish and convenient
features to meet your adventurous lifestyle. You will love how easy it will be to
drive with the Supersprings International suspension kit, the ten speed
transmission, and the added safety features, like the blind spot assist and
forward collision warning. The ABS insulated rear doors will provide more
protection during the colder months, plus each model includes a Truma Combi
Eco Plus furnace/water heater for maximum efficiency. An upgraded Wi-Fi Ranger
SkyPro means you can stay connected to the outside world as you travel, and the
Firefly multiplex system includes dual screens to control your coach's functions
with ease. Inside, you'll find hardwood cabinetry, a one-piece fiberglass shower, a
rear pull-down screen and rear window covers, and two contemporary decor
choices to fit your style.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 76114
VIN Number: 1FDRU8UG9PKB46666
Condition: New
Length: 22
GVW: 10360
Sleeps: 2

Item address Junction City, Oregon, United States
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